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Exclusive single photon event selection
Vertex:

primary Vertex
inc. and out. muon with associated tracks (iMuPrim(true,true,true,true,15))
is in target (PaAlgo::InTarget())
exactly one outgoing track

inc. muon / flux cuts:
first measured before target (Zfirst<-78.5cm)
crosses full target length
momentum (140GeV/c<mom<180GeV/c)
momentum error (momerr≤0.025·mom)
time in spill (TiS)
track meantime (-2ns<meantime< 2ns)
hits in BMS (≥3)
hits in FI (≥2)
hits in SI (≥3)

out. muon:
physics trigger (MT,LT,OT or/and LAST)
measured before and after SM1
(Zfirst≤350 and Zlast≥350)
same charge as inc. muon

kinematic:
Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2

0.05< y <0.95
Photon:

Exactly 1 neutral cluster
energy above thr.

ECAL0thr =4 GeV
ECAL1thr =5 GeV
ECAL2thr =10 GeV

Proton:
0.1≤ β ≤ 1
exclusivity cuts:

-0.4< ∆φ < 0.4
-16< ∆Z < 16
-0.3< ∆pt < 0.3
-0.3< M2x < 0.3

⇒ Only one combination
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Acceptance for single exclusive photon events

Cross section (roughly):

σ = N
L ·

1
a

Acceptance a in phase space Ω:

a(Ω) = Nrec (Ωrec )
Ngen(Ωgen)

Use dedicated HEPGEN Monte-Carlo for exclusive single photon events
Nrec (Ωrec ) : sum of weights in phase space element (reconstructed)
Ngen(Ωgen) : sum of weights in phase space element (generated)

flux cuts are applied for N and L (make sure starting point is a proper flux)
But in MC one is not starting from some arbitrary flux but some pre
selected beam file

→ Conclusion on Tuesday for MC start with the optimal beam
⇒ Flux cuts need to be applied during the beam file preperation
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Impact of cuts (Real data)
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cut num. particle perc.

no (RT) 692325.0 100.00

Z first 692325.0 100.00

x target 606982.0 87.67

mom 606970.0 87.67

mom error 557789.0 80.57

1.5<TiS<5 428345.0 61.87

meantime 160908.0 23.24

hits BMS 160908.0 23.24

hits FI 160901.0 23.24

hits FI 160901.0 23.24
→ P09slot7.1 runs 275479,275480
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Impact of cuts (MC data)
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cut num. particle perc.

no 884447.0 100.00

Z first 884447.0 100.00

x target 803702.0 90.87

mom 802385.0 90.72

mom error 801940.0 90.67

TiS (*) 801940.0 90.67

meantime 772765.0 87.37

hits BMS (*) 772765.0 87.37

hits FI 771836.0 87.27

hits FI 771836.0 87.27
→ P09slot7 djangohNoCahn runs 275479,275480
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Covered by beamfile
Different types of tracks, true beam (type 1) and different kind of Halo which
have in general different Zfirst and Zlast requirements.

general requirements (not sure if this is valid for all track types):
only tracks from RT events
momerr>0.0045·momentum (if(__momerr__<0.0045*mom)continue;
??) (type 1,2 and 6)
time in spill window
track slope

Beam track:
true beam are tracks which are the longest, Zfirst<0 and momentum>0

Some Halo tracks:
require certain amount of hits in muon wall A
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if(__momerr__ < 0.0045 *mom) continue;

